Dear Alumni,

We hope this message finds you well and thriving in your various pursuits.

The University administration is happy to inform that it has established “Centre for Alumni Relations and Corporate Affairs (CARCA)”. CARCA has over the last year developed a new Alumni Web Portal that connects the Alumni from all the four colleges – CEG, MIT, AC Tech and SAP.

We are excited to announce the launch of our brand new Alumni Web Portal, designed to strengthen the bond between you and your alma mater. We invite you click on the ‘Alumni Connect’ option in this page to go into the Alumni web portal, register and explore this platform, reconnect with old friends, and discover exciting opportunities that await you within our university community.

There are several Alumni associations college-wise, year-wise, branch-wise available in the four campuses. CARCA will also connect with these individual associations to strengthen the relationship of Alumni with the respective Alma matter.

The main objectives of CARCA are:

a) Enable the Alumni to connect among themselves and with the students for mutually beneficial initiatives. We believe in the power of connections. Our 'Bridging' menu is where the magic happens. It's a dedicated space that creates opportunities for alumni to connect with current students. You can offer mentorship, share your valuable insights, and even explore mutually beneficial initiatives. Whether you're looking to give back, network, or simply stay connected, this menu is where it all comes together.

b) Involve the Alumni in the newly launched projects / initiatives taken for the growth of the University. The ‘Projects’ section in ‘Giving is Godliness’ provides a comprehensive overview of these initiatives and projects undertaken by the university for its growth and development. You can see first-hand in this section, how our alma mater continues to evolve and make strides in various fields. CARCA aims to do this in a transparent manner so that the Alumni can oversee and participate in the execution of the projects. Our Alumni who are connected with corporates can also explore opportunities to support these projects through their CSR initiatives.

Notes:

1. During the registration process, your university registration number is requested. In case of any difficulty in getting your registration number, please send an email to carca@annauniv.edu, providing your year of completion and branch details and your contact number.

2. After you complete the registration process successfully, you may not be able to login immediately. A turnaround time is required, for verifying and approving your registration. Shortly, for every year and branch, a coordinator will be identified and their names will be displayed in the web portal page, so that they can quickly confirm your registration.